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It’s that time of year again “The Silly Season”! With everyone busy getting ready for Christmas and the New Year, it can be
easy to forget that our pets need a little more attention than normal at this time of year. As the days are getting longer they are
also heating up and we need to make sure our pets stay nice and cool.
Here are a few tips and ideas to make that happen.
 Make sure they have access to plenty of shade
 Make sure they have plenty of fresh water available (also in the shade)
 Make up some doggie ice blocks the night before and give them before you go to work or have
neighbor give one during the day
 If your taking your dog for a walk try to not to do so in the middle of the day
 Consider taking the dog to the beach to cool down
 If you have an indoor cat make sure they have access to a cool place to lie e.g. Bathroom tiles
 If you keep your dog inside make sure there is a window open or leave a fan on
 NEVER leave your pets looked in a hot car!
This time of year is also tick and snake season so you need to make sure that you‘
re keeping on top of tick
prevention for both cats and dogs and keep an eye out for snakes.
Options for tick prevention on dogs include Tick collars, Frontline and Advantix
The only option for tick prevention on cats is Frontline SPRAY!
Regular tick searches of all pets is a must
Keep your lawn short and keep the yard free of debris e.g. piles of grass, woodchip this is
perfect snake habitat

From all the staff at Mount Hutton Pet Hospital we would like to wish everyone a Very
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!
Our trading hours over Christmas and New Year are:

24th December: Open 7.30AM til 5.00PM
25th December: CLOSED
26th December: CLOSED
27th December: Open 7.30AM til 7.00PM
31st December Open 7.30AM til 6.00PM
1st January CLOSED
Normal trading hours resume 2nd January 2013

Doggie ice blocks are quick and easy way to keep your dog cool
this summer and they will LOVE it!
Here are a few recipe ideas.
1. The Vegemite Delight
A medium container almost filled with water, mix in 1 table spoon of vegemite
and add a hand full of dry food or some liver treats and set in the freezer.

2. The Stock Popsicle
A medium container almost fill with a very weak chicken or beef stock
add a doggie biscuit or two and set in the freezer.

3. The Peanut Butter Smash
A medium container almost fill with water get 2 table spoons of peanut
butter mix it around and add some of their favorite treats and set in the freezer.

4. The Original
A medium container almost filled with water and break up some biscuits or
dental stick or even cut up a pig’s ear and set in the freezer.

The French Bulldog or “Frenchie” was thought to be a spin off English
bulldog from the mid 1800‘s. This breed of dog is easily recognizable
by its distinctive bat like ears, short snout and short muscular build,
they growing to about 30cm tall, an average weight of 9-13kg and a life
span of 10-12years. Theycrave human affection and are great with kids
but they do need lots of training and direction,
due to their short snout they are not suited to
being an outdoor dog especially in summer as
they cannot regulate their body temperature well.
Common health problems with French Bulldogs
include heart defects, eye problems and joint
diseases. They require minimal exercise and
grooming but require lots of love and affection.

How Would You Prefer Us to Contact You?
We are in the process of collecting emails and mobile phone numbers for electronic communication. With our
new computer software, we are able to send confirmation/newsletters via SMS or email. If you would like to
partake please complete the below information and return back to the practice. Thanks ☺
Name:……………………….Address:…………………………………………………………………

□ Email ………………………. …………………………….
Appointment Confirmation:□ Phone ………………………...........□ SMS ……...........…………………
Reminders: □ Mail
□ Email …………………………....... □SMS…………………………….
Newsletter:

□ Mail

Kids Korner – Krazy Kats!
Dogs have masters
– cats have Staff !
Find a word
L I O N E T T I

K

Tiger

Jaguar

Y G U A R I O N I

Lion

Kitten

N E A J AG U A R

Cheetah

Lynx

X R H A T E E H C

Leopard

L E O P A R D A T
What do you call a cat at a dog show ?
a catastrophe!
Cats keep themselves
clean by licking their fur
– so anything you put on
a cats coat
ends up in its tummy.

Australia has no native cats – instead we
have quolls: spotted marsupial cats.
Pet cats and feral animals eat quoll
food and baby quolls, making
quolls very rare nowadays.

This is a lynx.
She lives in Sweden.
Lynxes can also be found
in places like Canada.

Send us a drawing or photo of your favourite cat!

Cheetahs can’t retract their claws, just like dogs

Cats come in all shapes and sizes from Siamese kittens
to Siberian Tigers! Cats may be seen as symbols of
power, like this Roman lion,
or as witches’ friends!

Ray’s Reptile Roundup Part 6
Incubation and Birth
As previously discussed , most reptiles do not display a great deal of maternal
activity, rather they simply deposit their eggs in a suitable location and leave
them to incubate naturally. Female pythons are the exception and are known to
brood their eggs for up to 65 days and can maintain a mean body temperature up
to 8 degrees above ambient temperature for the entire time. Once a gravid
female is approaching egg laying time, irrespective of the species, the reptile
keeper must decide whether to allow the eggs to incubate naturally in the
enclosure or remove the eggs to incubate them naturally.
If eggs are are allowed to incubate naturally then a suitable substrate must be
provided and appropriate conditions maintained and this can be hard to achieve.
Most reptile breeders decide to incubate their newly laid eggs in a form of artificial incubator and so can more easily
maintain an appropriate environment. Obviously live bearing species carry their embryos until fully formed and the
newborn reptiles can fend for themselves from the day of birth. Most artificial egg incubators are simple in design.
Commercially available chicken incubators can work well with minor modifications but can be expensive and cumbersome
to utilise. Whatever the design of the incubator , three basic conditions must be provided for success. A good incubator must
be well insulated to avoid loss of heat and humidity. The heat should be evenly dispersed throughout the incubator with no
hot spots and the heat should be controlled with a reliable thermostat [ with a backup in case of primary thermostat failure
]. With regard to substrates within the incubator, many suitable materials can be used. Commonly used substrates include
vermiculite, potting mix, sand, sphagnum moss and even shredded paper. Most incubators are designed with a double
chamber-the eggs are placed within a small inner chamber filled with the appropriate substrate and this is enclosed within
a larger enclosure. Plastic waterproof containers make excellent inner chambers. The larger outer chamber is often made of
plastic or styrofoam.
Suitable heat sources include heating pads, coils and lights. The incubator should be set up several days before the eggs
arrive to allow the temperature to be adjusted correctly and an equilibrium maintained. Once the incubator is prepared
correctly, it should not be opened until eggs are ready to be inserted. Once the eggs have been laid they are carefully
collected with the utmost care needing to be taken not to change the spatial orientation of the egg during transport. A small
mark should be placed ontop of the egg to maintain the correct position before the egg is placed in the incubator. The eggs
are half-buried in the substrate and water is added to the substrate to make it very moist but not too liquid. Tap water is
suitable.
A visibly readable thermometer should be place in the substrate so as to be level with the eggs. Daily temperatures should
be checked and graphed. The inner chamber containing the eggs should be misted daily with a spray bottle kept in the
second outer container to maintain a high humidity. Different methods work for different species and it is suggested that
research is done to determine the best method for the species being bred.
Eggs should be monitored daily. A slight mottling pattern on the surface of the egg may not be a problem but marked
changes in colour, texture, size or the growth of a fuzz or mould on the surface of the egg may indicate that the egg has died
or was infertile As a rule, the saying goes “ if it`s white it`s all right “ Using a strong light , egg viability can be confirmed
by detecting the presence of a developing vascular pattern in the egg as the embryo develops. Egg incubation time will vary
with the species and the incubation temperature. Generally, the warmer the incubation temperature, the shorter the gestation
period. It is necessary to be familiar with the expected normal ranges for the species being incubated.

Siobhan is the newest vet to join our team. She, her husband Adrian and
their beloved canine son Herbie moved to Newcastle in June this year and
she is very enthusiastic about being a part of the Mount Hutton Pet
Hospital family.
Siobhan graduated from Sydney University in 2007 and since then has had
quite a varied experience as a vet. Her first vet position was in Katherine
in the Northern Territory, which was certainly an eye-opener! Her job there
was mainly companion animal based, but there was also a large amount of
Indigenous Community neutering work. This allowed her to travel widely
in the top end, see some amazing places and meet some interesting
characters!
In 2010, Siobhan moved to Lincoln in the United Kingdom. She worked in
a companion animal clinic there.
Pets in the UK provided some interesting challenges including treatment of many exotic species such as chinchillas,
hamsters, gerbils and the occasional chameleon! Rabbits were also a common species encountered in practice. Outside of
work, Siobhan caught the travel bug and travelled widely around Europe and northern Africa. She even got to experience a
white Christmas in her home in Lincoln!
Siobhan is now excited to be home in sunny Australia. She is particularly interested in small animal surgery and medicine
and so is enjoying the varied caseload in our clinic. She looks forward to meeting you all soon!

“Go Native”
The Regent Bowerbird
Perhaps one of the most beautiful and easily recognisable of all Australian birds is the brilliantly coloured and enigmatic
Regent Bowerbird. A resident of the Newcastle region, this rarely seen species is unmistakeable with breeding males
displaying a glossy gold and black plumage. Distribution is primarily coastal rainforest and dense scrub extending from
Mackay in north Queensland to the Sydney region. In Newcastle, Regent Bowerbirds are often seen in rainforest gullies
in the Glenrock recreation area. They cannot be mistaken for any other resident bird with their golden crown, nape and
wings and bright yellow beak and eye. Females are much less colourful, having a drab brown plumage. Adult breeding
males may take 7 years to attain their bright colouration, gaining more colour with each season whilst females can be
sexually mature at 3 years of age.
Diet consists mainly of fruit from rainforest trees but insects will also be taken whilst foraging on the ground or in the
foliage. Being a bowerbird, breeding males build a bower to attract potential mates. Compared to other bowerbirds such
as the Satin Bowerbird, the Regent`s bower is rather plain in structure and is extremely difficult to locate as it is usually
very well hidden. An avenue bower of sticks is constructed and is decorated with small brown shells, berries [ black , red
or blue] and sometimes flowers or man-made objects such as coloured paper or bottle tops. Objects are placed between
the two walls of the bower and the female is enticed into the bower to admire it`s contents. If the female is sufficiently
impressed, she may choose to mate with the male. Hence the more ornate the bower and colourful the male, the more
likely the male will breed successfully. The male will often dance around the bower holding a special ornament in it`s
beak and emitting a chattering song or even mimicking other bird calls.
The Regent bowerbird breeds from October to January and builds a fairly crude and basic nest that holds two pale brown
eggs marbled with brown or purple lines. The Regent Bowerbird is a fascinating avian species both with its glorious
colouration and its unique habit of bower building to attract females. The Bowerbird group is unique to Australia and
New Guinea and, whilst its bower may not be the most complex, it more than makes up for it with its magnificent
plumage. It is definitely a bird that is “ once seen , never forgotten “.

